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ABSTRACT

This research designed and implemented a multi-layered security enterprise resource planning (ERP) system for
mission critical applications. This was achieved by first carrying out a comprehensive review on the already existing
enterprise applications such as Oracle 11g and Telvida Open source Enterprise Resource Planning to ascertain if
there is any limitation associated with them. Poor security in terms of its architecture and security algorithm were
the major drawback identified with the existing systems, making them unsecured for the critical assets of most
mission critical organizations. A multi-layer security architecture as well as encrypt_cypher algorithm and One Time
Password (OTP) were therefore proposed as solutions to the identified problems. The cryptographic algorithm,
known as encrypt_cypher algorithm, which is based on Message Digest 5 (MD5) algorithm was developed. It was
then deployed along side with OTP to improve the security of the re-engineered (multi-layered) ERP system. The
proposed ERP system was implemented using Hypertext Preprocessor (PHP), Hypertext Markup Language
(HTML), Structured Query Language (SQL) and Apache Web server technologies. The result showed that with the
MSS, one is required to have appropriate authentication vis-a-vis authority encapsulated both in the normal
password (encrypt_cypher algorithm) and as well as one time password (OTP) before each of the internal modules of
the ERP system could be accessed. This is an improvement on the existing ERP where one level of security is
required to access the whole internal modules within the ERP system. This work shows that with this proposed ERP
system with a re-engineered network model, an efficient, service-oriented, and business responsive goals will be met.
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enterprise organization where they are deployed, thereby
making it unreliable for enterprise critical assets security.
A better solution to this security gap is multi-layered
security, which implements multiple, overlapping security
solutions so that ones most-critical assets are buried deep
behind several lines of defence. The author in [4]
presented a framework (SecWater) to assist in the design
of secure water treatment. This framework enables plant
designers to secure the entire Supervisory Control and
Data Acquisition (SCADA) infrastructure using multilayer security architecture. The framework consists of
seven layers, which ranges from SL0 to SL6. Layer SL0
provides the first line of defence against cyber-attacks
while SL5 and SL6 provide real-time control when an
attack is detected, while the intermediate layers enable
the detection of cyber and physical attacks, making the
system secured. This security framework is actually
designed to be applied in the control system domain.it
was not developed with ERP in mind.

I. INTRODUCTION

Over the past few decades, some advancements have been
recorded in the business world with the advent of cloud
computing and Mission Critical Applications (MCAs)
such as Enterprise Resource Planning Systems (ERP
system). Mission critical applications refer to any
application whose failure will result in the failure of
business operations of an organization where it is
deployed [1]. For example, communication system is
mission critical to any online business in the sense that no
online business will strive when its communication
system is down, and to water Filtration Company, it will
seize to operate if its filtering system goes down or suffers
downtime, which invariably means that such system is
critical to an organization’s mission. Mission Critical
Applications (MCA) are deployed in real time
environment for data processing, they offer lots of service
advantages to various enterprise organizations such as
military, medicine etc.

This paper therefore proposes a multi-layered security
architecture as well as secure algorithm (encrypt_cypher
algorithm) encapsulating OTP, as a solution to the
security challenges of the existing ERP system.

For the purpose of this research a typical example of a
Mission Critical Application known as Enterprise
Resource Planning (ERP) is adopted. ERP system is an
integrated, configurable and customizable information
system which houses all the critical assets of an
organization enabling them to plan, take decisions, as well
as manage all their business processes [2]. A typical ERP
system consists of modules like human resources,
accounting, inventory management, purchasing, payroll,
sales etc. This shows that ERP forms the hub of the
business activities of every enterprise organization. It
allows easy access to information, better customer
satisfaction, as well as increase in productivity. Amidst
the numerous advantages offered by ERP systems, the
issue of security remains the greatest challenge of this
system.

2. REVIEW OF THE EXISTING ERP SYSTEM
ARCHITECTURE
Rudimentary understanding of the term ‘architecture’
conjures up images of the actual physical construction of
a building; the external shape, and the layout of the rooms
within that building [2]. Figure 1 below, shows the
structure of a typical ERP system. It describes different
layers where every aspect of functionality may fit. The
architectural framework of figure 1 is composed of
different layers that any enterprise solution in the market
must satisfy in order to ensure flexibility and extensibility
of the system. It describes how the application layer of the
Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) model should be
implemented in ERP, but has nothing to do with the other
layers of the OSI model.

The author of [3] revealed that over 95% of the ERP
systems analysed were exposed to vulnerabilities enabling
cyber-attackers to take full control of the Business. He
also pointed at a case where students were charged with
hacking PeopleSoft to fix grades [3]. All these attribute to
the fact that some of these existing ERPs deploy a singlelayer security architecture, as a means of securing the
critical assets of the enterprise organisations where they
are deployed. This architecture has been proven to be
loose and easy to hack. With this architecture, to have
access to all the embedded modules and sub modules one
needs to pass through only one security check, which if
hacked, one can have access to all the critical assets of the
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services must be accomplished through this layer. This is
usually referred to as Enterprise Service Bus (ESB) layer.
• Exposure Layer: this layer is responsible for exposing
the available applications from the application layers into
services (e.g. web services, com+ components, EJB). All
applications are therefore decoupled from their underlying
environment and made available through request response
interaction mode.
• Business Layer: this layer is responsible for executing
the basic functionality that represents an organization’s
business needs. In the context of an ERP solution, this
layer represents the fundamental modules offered by the
solution such as Human Resource, Finance, Projects, and
Sales. Every one of these modules must be a standalone
application that is not aware of any other modules.
• Data Access Layer: this layer is responsible for
managing the interaction between application and
database. So, if different database technologies are used
(e.g. SQL, Oracle), this layer will manage the
connectivity with the corresponding source.

Policy layer

Orchestration layer

Communication layer

Exposure layer

Business layer

Date access layer

2.1 RELATED WORKS
The work in [5] gave a clearer and broader definition of
an ERP system. It is defined as an integrated, configurable
and customizable information system which plans and
manages all the resources in the enterprise, streamlines
and incorporates the business processes within and across
the functional or technical departments in the
organization. The work highlighted the needs for ERP
systems, the need for security in ERP systems, as well as
the different areas to be secured, like network layer,
presentation layer, and application layer.
The work in [6] presents Role-Based Access Control
(RBAC) as the security access used in most current ERPs,
but with different enhancement settings [7]. The authors
in [8] showed that RBAC model has these following
components: permission, roles, users and constraints. The
work in [9] presented a web-based framework which uses
object oriented approach on Model View Controller
(MVC) architecture to decouple and create partition
independence so as to improve on the ERP system
performance and security. In this framework there is clear
separation between business logic and presentation logic
which provide flexibility to the system. It deploys a rolebased identity as a security measure. However this work
lacks authentication measure to ascertain if the user is
actually the right user to access the given roles and
privileges assigned.
The authors of [10] presented cloud computing as a cost
effective approach to implementing enterprise web
application, using ERP as a case study. They were able to

Figure 1: Architectural Layers of Enterprise Solution [2]

Each layer is independent from the surrounding ones in
terms of main functionality. The description of these
layers is as follows:
• Policy Layer: this layer is responsible for defining the
privileges for accessing services. A different level of
access rights can therefore be granted at this layer
according to the defined policy. So, users can work on a
pre-defined set of services assigned to them as per their
roles in the overall organizational structure.
• Orchestration Layer: this layer defines the business
processes that are employed by an organization. It is
responsible for establishing the sequence by which
services are going to be invoked to satisfy business
requirements. For example, an attendance service might
need to issue a request to a finance service to deduct a
certain amount from an employee salary. This process is
defined at the orchestration layer to feed into the payroll
system.
• Communication Layer: the communication layer is
responsible for establishing the necessary patterns and
routing protocols that enable service discovery and
interaction. It defines the policies that comply with the
standards adopted by vendors. Any interaction between
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show that running enterprise web application on the cloud
is relatively cheaper, in the context of cost of IT
infrastructure, installation, upgrade, maintenance as well
as the cost of deploying human resources to manage it
besides moderate performance. However, the work in [10]
did not take care of security of ERP application, which is
of paramount importance to any enterprise organization.
The work done in [11], presented a two layered
architecture with AVEK as a security measure so as to
make the system difficult for intruder to access the
system, but did not consider situation where someone gets
the password by chance and thereby having access to the
system. It shows some level of insecurity of the ERP
system developed.
In all the reviews carried out, it was observed that ERP
security remains the greatest challenge facing ERP
systems.

In other to realize the proposed system, combined process
model called waterfall reused model, which comprises of
both the waterfall model and reuse model of System
Development Life Cycle (SDLC) was used. The Waterfall
Reuse model SDLC approach is made up of the following
steps:
 Requirement
 Specification
 Design
 Implementation
 Testing
4. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION AND OPERATION
The proposed ERP model, as shown in figure 3, was
improved by introducing layer-2 authentication, based on
Encrypt_cypher Algorithm/OTP as a security check to
access the internal modules of the various ERP modules
of the system. The proposed system comprises of six (6)
modules which include human resource (HR), sales,
manufacturing, logistics, audit and marketing. Each of
these modules comprises of various sub modules, housing
the critical assets of the enterprise organizations. The
subsystem of ERP HR includes recruitment, payroll,
performance, HR intelligence, vacancies and trainings.
The subsystem of ERP manufacturing includes products,
raw materials, finished products, manufacturing schedule,
and dispatch. The subsystem of ERP Sales includes sales
order, cashbook, billing, etc. The subsystem of ERP
marketing includes inventory, customers, distributors,
marketing research, products and prices, advertising, and
orders.
From the block diagram of figure 3, the layer-1
authentication as shown in figure 10 utilizes the
connection framework of figure 4 for security validation.
The users are required to supply their login details.
Afterwards, the grid control or the logic instance then
connects the user process to the server process having met
all the layer security requirements. As shown in figure 3,
this work used Encrypt_cypher algorithm to encrypt user
login details from the server process. Firstly, the user
process is initialized before the validation by
Encrypt_cypher algorithm from the server process at the
backend. After the validation, to access any module of the
CloudMesh will require another authentication by
Encrypt_cypher algorithm with OTP. All the
Encrypt_cypher algorithm passkeys are securely stored in
the server. Connecting to the server follows the
framework shown in figure 4.

3. METHODOLOGY
This research work first of all carried out investigations
on the ERPs already been used by enterprise organization,
as well as the methodology used in achieving them. It was
discovered that the already existing ERPs have just a
single layer security architecture as shown in figure 2
below.

Users
ERP system
Layer 1 security check

Is it
true?

N
O

YE
S
Access all internal
modules

Figure 2: Existing ERP
architecture [12]
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=
Client

Middle
tier

Server

......................................... (1)

From the above equation
.} Represents the
Encrypt_cypher algorithm which acts upon the input
(MD5 hash value) to convert it from 128 bit of
strings to 512 bit of strings. Essentially it is a function of
function that has concatenation and interpose operators
embedded in it.

Figure 4: User Instance Server Connection
Represents input from MD5 algorithm, which is a
sequence of numbers of 128-bit or 32 hexadecimal hash
value.

4.1 SYSTEM DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION
 Security Model of the System
This paper formulated a security algorithm called
encrypt_cypher algorithm. The formulated algorithm is
based on MD5 algorithm which was designed by
originally by Ronald Rivest in 1991 to replace an earlier
hash function, MD4 [13]. The MD5 message-digest
algorithm is a widely used cryptographic hash function
producing a 128-bit hash value, typically expressed in text
format as a 32 digit hexadecimal number. With this hash
length, cranking may be a bit easier, hence the need for
the hash value to be lengthen further so as to make it very
difficult to crack. The formulated algorithm is capable of
generating a hash value of 512-bit expressed as 128-digit
hexadecimal number, which is four times lengthier than
MD5 algorithm.

While
Represents the output of Encrypt_cypher
algorithm, which is 512-bit of strings or 128 hexadecimal
hash value.
At the first instance, the Encrypt_cypher algorithm acts on
the input signal
with n-bits to duplicate it into four
signals of the same characteristics represented by w, x, y,
z. This is done by introducing a duplicating operator
called , which is a Boolean OR operator.
This therefore implies that:
……….….. (2)
At the second instance a concatenating operator
is
introduced, which acts on the output components from
equation (2) to concatenate the first two signals
(
) and the last two signals (
) as shown in
equation (3) and (5).

The Encrypt_cypher algorithm generation consists of four
major processes:
• Duplication process
• Concatenation process
• Interpose process
• Concatenation process
 Mathematical
Formulation
Encrypt_cypher Algorithm
X (n) (128-BIT)

……………….… (3)
where is a symbol of concatenation
Let
and
, where
and
is the lower nibble and the upper nibble of
respectively containing n bit, therefore

for

………………………...... (4)
…….…………… (5)

Y (n) (512-BIT)

Also let
and
, where
and
is the lower nibble and the upper nibble of
respectively containing n bit, therefore
……………..……….......... (6)

Fig 5: Encrypt_cypher algorithm high level model
The mathematical formulation
algorithm is giving below:

for

Then at the third instance an operator µ is introduced to
act on both the signals from equation (4) and (6) to
perform the function of interposing (bit swapping).

encrypt_cypher
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Therefore,

Dreamweaver, like other HTML editors, edits files locally
then uploads them to the remote web server using FTP,
SFTP, or WebDAV. It can run in Windows, Mac OS,
Linux, and Solaris. The CloudMesh is written with PHP
and HTML programming language in Dreamweaver and
as such can run on any system.

………………………....... (7)
…………………….…...... (8)
Finally

and

are concatenated giving rise to

5. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

. (9)

In this work, we setup the Dreamweaver platform while
enabling two major interfaces as shown below;
1. The library which comprises of MySQL server
connector, ASP VB script and XAMPP shell.
2. Configuration files which comprises of XML
and CSS.

The transfer function stated in equation (1) performs the
function of modifying the input signal X (n) into a more
secured output X (n) (512-Bit). With this model the one
can build upon it to increase the hash value to any value
of one’s choice.
 One-Time Password security integration
(OTP)
In the bid to beef up security in the proposed cloudmesh
ERP, OTP was integrated. In implementing OTP in this
work, software based approach was adopted. This
involves the use of a software algorithm to generate codes
in a random manner from a predefined set of numbers.
This work deploys the predefined syntaxes resident in
PHP like Randomstring and strlen to develop the
algorithm for the OTP generation. The steps involved are
as follows:
 Generation of random numbers from 0-9
 User table updating
 OTP sending via a sms gateway.
 ERP Administration Tools

The following administration tools were used in the
implementation of the ERP;
 Hypertext Preprocessor (PHP) My Admin
 XAMP Control Panel
 Database Connection Bridge.
 SQL server
 Hypertext markup Language (HTML)
For the Compilation and Running of HTML/PHP Codes
for the development of the cloudmesh ERP, Adobe
Dreamweaver IDE was adopted. Adobe Dreamweaver
IDE is a proprietary web development tool developed by
Adobe Systems. It is compliant with W3C standards and
it supports Web technologies such as CSS, JavaScript,
and various server-side scripting languages and
frameworks including ASP (ASP JavaScript, ASP
VBScript, ASP.NET C#, ASP.NET VB), ColdFusion,
Scriptlet, HTML and PHP.

Figure 6 shows the snapshot of Dreamweaver start up page
for ERP and Figure 7 shows the snapshot of ERP coding
pages. Figure 8 and figure 9 shows the snapshots of XAMP
My SQL database for ERP database structure for the server.
In this case, the XAMPP Control panel provides our
database and is configured in the grid panel to interface
with MySQL connector of our development environment.
Figure 10 and 11 show the snap shot for ERP layer-1
Authentication page without login details (username and
PASSWORD) and ERP layer-1 Authentication page with
login details (username and PASSWORD) respectively,
while Figure 12 shows the ERP grid control panel for ERP
modules, Figure 13, 14, 15 and 16 shows ERP HR layer-2
Authentication page (username and PASSWORD, which
leads to another level of authentication using OTP), OTP
login without details and with details, and finally ERP HR
Subsystem layer-2 attributes (lunches on account of correct
OTP) respectively. This same goes for all other sub
modules.
From the snap shots below, it showed that with Multilayered Security ERP System, one is required to have
appropriate authentication vis-a-vis authority to have access
to the internal modules of the ERP system. To access (log
in) this ERP system, the right password must first be
supplied and then to access any of the internal modules
another password is required which is peculiar to the each
modules, which if ascertained correct an OTP is sent to the
phone number of the authorised user, which will now be
inputted as a final security check to have access to the
particular internal module of the ERP.
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Figure 6: Dreamweaver start up page

Figure 8: XAMP My SQL database

Figure 9: ERP logical table storage
Figure 7: ERP coding pages
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Figure 10: ERP layer-1 Authentication page without login
details (username and PASSWORD)

Figure 12: ERP grid control panel for CloudMesh ERP
modules

Figure 13: ERP HR layer-2 Authentication page
(username and PASSWORD)

Figure 11: ERP layer-1 Authentication page with login
details (username and PASSWORD)
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Figure 14: ERP HR layer-2 Authentication page without
details (OTP login)

Figure 16: ERP HR Subsystem layer-2 attributes

6. DISCUSSION
It is obviously clear from the review of related works, that
the existing ERP systems have only one layer of security
check, which depicts that the conventional systems are not
a reliable and also vulnerable to attackers. In the existing
system if one breaks through this first security layer, then
access is granted to all the critical assets of the
organization where it is deployed. With this kind of
security architecture vulnerability is inevitable. Figures
17, 18 and 19 shows one layer security concepts of the
existing system.

Figure 15: ERP HR layer-2 Authentication page with details
(OTP login).
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Figure 18: Telvida OpenERP sub modules

Figure 17: Telvida OpenERP one layer security
architecture
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proposed work is more secured and efficient, which is
based on multi-layered security architecture with a more
tight security algorithm (Encrypt_cypher algorithm and
OTP). It has different levels of authentication which are
required to be met so as to access to the critical assets
embedded in it.

7. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have presented the design and
implementation of a multi-layered security enterprise
resource planning (ERP) system for mission critical
applications. It is an improved ERP system with robust
process architecture while leveraging on encrypt_cypher
algorithm and One Time Password (OTP) for a more
secured system, liveraging on Hypertext Preprocessor
(PHP), Hypertext Markup Language (HTML), Structured
Query Language (SQL) and Apache Web server
technologies for its implementation.
In this work block diagrams and algorithm were
formulated and implemented using PHP and HTML
programming languages. Essentially, the work showed the
limitations of existing ERP model based on their security
and architectural designs. Besides, the system
architecture, a modified and more secured security
algorithm (Encrypt_cypher algorithm) and One Time
Password (OTP) incorporation were deployed to reduce
possible vulnerabilities associated with the already
existing ERPs. Future work will focus on evaluating the
techniques of cloud integration and effectiveness in
production environments. Empirical evaluations would
allow for comparing the performance of the different
ERPs when they are subjected to real-world attack and
legitimate inputs for evaluation.

Figure 19: Telvida Open ERP Business processes based
layer-1 encryption.
This work argues that a one layer security architecture is
insufficient to protect critical data asset of an
organization, particularly in this dispensation where
online web vulnerabilities are on the increase. But this
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USER _3
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USER _n+1

ERP system

Layer-1 Authentication based on Encrypt_cypher Algorithm
Figure 3: Proposed ERP model

-_n+1

Is it
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NO
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CloudMesh ERP Modules
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Layer-2 Authentication based on Encrypt_cypher Algorithm/ OTP
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Figure 3: Proposed ERP model
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